A controlled boundary theorem for Hilbert cube manifolds  by Chapman, T.A.
The purpose of :l$s paper is to establish a boundary theorem for Q-manifolds 
(42 = Hilbef cube) which gener~&~~ the boundary theorem of [6]. This generaliz- 
ation is in the spirit .of Qu@n’s= end theorem 191, where it is required that the 
boundary be put on the manifold with arbitrarily small E-control in a given parameter 
space. Recall from [6] that an ok@-ttction theory was developed for the problem 
of putting uncontrolled boundaries on Q-manifolds. More specifically, given a 
Q-manifold which is t&n@ aat a there are two obstructions to putting a boundary 
on it. 27~ first obstructign lies in &E(M), which is the inverse limit of the system 
@?kI(M - C) 1 c c .M compact}. 
If this ruction vanishes, then the second obstruction is defined and lies in 
WhE’ which is the first derived limit of the system 
{Wh Zrrl(M -- C) 1 C c A4 compactt). 
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result is to define @sntmlltxl versions of the ~IUU~S .&&M) a$$- $@&$&@‘!!!o. &at 
an obstruction theory for a trolled boundary theorem ~an,be: ‘$&&sp&~.~& 
generalizes the uncontmibd obstruction theory of [6], Col;lrbin@g$$$$&@# G&i” 
the computations of [S] WC then establish a more ?ra&%tl ~ont&@~ ,bo$~@ry 
theorem which is somewhat easier to a&ly but laicks the full generali$&@t&$ R&I ” ,‘*,)** 
resdt. 
/ ‘< ,)_ L
In order to describe the problem we wish to solve we will fi@ bve to i~@$&ke 
scrme more notation. Ail spaces will be Iocally compact, ~~piuabk .WI& i&$&&d , 
B will always denote a compact metric space which wili be ourpara~&te$,‘@pqce. 
A closed set A in a compacturn X is said to be a Z-s& in Irlt’ ti there &&maps 
of X into X -A arbitrarily close to the identity. Now let M’ -be a,t)-mqi&ld and 
let p : M + B be 8 m;bp {map = continuous function). Our-main: rem&.e~&i&s the 
problem of determining when M admits a con&&d troundaqy, i.e., &S&mining 
necessary and sufhcient conditions under which p extends to zi ~QIQV$ i’ % *B Such 
that fi is a compact Q-manifold and fi -M is a Z-set in A% ’ _ 
One obvious necessary condition for M to admit a controlled bound&y is that 
p must be &me at 00, which means that for every 8 > 0 and corn~aetuma C CM 
there exists a compactum D 3 C and a homotopy hl: M - C 44 -C such that 
ho = id, k I(M - C) c D - C, and h, is a p-‘*(&homotopy. ‘&is l&t statement means 
that the diameter of each {ph,(x) 10 s t s 1) is less than e. Given thi$ ,necessarjr 
condition we will identify obstructions, in geometrically-defined abelian groqs, 
whose vanishing are necessary and suEcient for A4 to admit a controlled boundary. 
In the case B = {point}, these obstructions are exactly those used in [6]%1o desei$be 
the uncontrolled case, 
The definitions of the obstructiotqroups appear in Sections 3 anG) 5, where for 
any ANR X and map p :X -) B there are constructed abelian groups @E(X) and 
WhP E’(X) which are controlled vers&tis of the groups 
&E(aY) = lixn ( &F~(X - C) 1 C c X compact}, C-- 
These groups are geametrically defined and, just as &E(X), !A% E’(x) are 
invariants of proper homotopy type, &E(X) and MM’E’(X-) ‘are invariants of 
“controllf ” propr homtotopy t pe (see Sections 3,s for more details). 
2* $ome Watfon and a key lemma 
We represent the Hiibert cube Q by 8 =[O, 11”. If I” = [O, 11” is the standard 
~-cell, then we have tin-internal faetoriiation Q = I” x Qn, where the diameter of 
each (x} x Qn is small if n is large. There are a number of results from [4] concerning 
Q-manifolds which wiI1 be used quite often in the sequel. Such tools as the 
Triangulation Theorem, the Classification Theorem, Edwards’ ANR Theorem, the 
Z-set Unknott Theorem, and the CE Approximation Theorem shouldl be ~ 
familiar to t&g 
For any sub&t A of a space X we use to denote its topological interior ant3 
d(A) to denote its topologicti boundary. If x E E =S 0 are given, then S, (x ) 
open ball of radius E with center JL is a polyhedron and .-‘... is a 
t which is a sutipolyhedrow, then we say that L is c 
i_ s ‘^ _, “_“_“, 
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weigh&&& of 00 ifl a spacesX, we m4yma;s~~~~~~~~ 
pact &m,ue, (Red1 our convention f&u@k@%~~~, 
l~iyconlpact,~~bPeandmetric.)Aniap f:x+ y”$@i$ 
that f-lc(G) is compac$ for all compact_ subets C Of Y. We say-&t ~aprc$W qr&* 
f: ,X -, Y is a ~~OJW kornotopy equiuakwe prwbded that there is 8 pr&q: q&p 
g : Y +X for which there are proper hom~t~pies fg =&I.~_ any af-i& 
If X is compact and e:X +X is a map, then the 2wspplti~ @v&s Of &: k-i&i qup.tiicjnt 
space “r(e) =X x [O, l]/-B where - isthe equkalence std@ic~u nerated‘by (%,@J 1” 
(e(X), 1). Observe that we may set-wise identify Z”(e) 94th X x@, 1). I - 2 
Let f:X I+ Y and p: Y +B 5e maps, and kt e HI bpe g&en. We say th@t f & 8 
p-$ j-equivalence i0 there exists a map g: Y-+X along with a p-l’[~$h~ti~~ 
fg a id* and a (qfl-‘(&hcjmo!opy gf=jdx* If f is a retractrOn, then r i$.s&Uo ,kk 
a p - ‘(E )-sclr (sdr = strong deformation retraction) if there- exists a’ ( pf)-l[& 
homotopy f = i& rel Y. ,I ’ . 
Let (K, L) and (K’, L) be compact polyhedral pairs and Let p:L +@ be a map. 
If f: K -B L and p’ : K’ -) L sre sdr’s, then the relation S-‘f means that. there exists 
a homeomorphism h : K x Q + K ’ x 8 such that the naps f 0 proj e kb.: X, >c..@i+-L, 
and f 0 proj :K x Q =+ L are p-‘(E)-humotopic. A w&l cms~qwznce af the &set 
unknotting rest& of 13, Proposition 2.43 is the following: if A c: L is a ZGS& irr 
both K and K’, then the homeomorphism h can he rechosen so that h =id on 
A x Q an;d so that the map f’ Q proj 0 ?I and f 0 proj are pe1(3e )mhckmotopic ret iQ x Q 
(written /--3”f rel A). The following result will be important in the sequel. 
Pr~positba 2.1. Let (&, L) be compact polyhedral pairs, 1 s i 6 k, and let p : L 3 it7 
be a map. If fi: Ki + L is a p-‘(e)-+& and fi -‘fi+t, for all i, then there exists an 
integer n (independent of the size of k) such &at fl hnzfk. 
Prosf. By the double mapping cylinder construction given on p, 21 of [‘?I, used 
for constructing inverses in the geometrically-defined Whitehead group, there exists 
a compact polyhedral pair (Ki, L) and a P-‘(E’)+& fi: K; + L SW& that fi + 
f; 2 ’ ldL, where E’ is an integral multiple of e and fr + fi’ is the p-$(6 ‘)-sdr defined 
by 
(The reader will have to use the CE Approximation eorem of [4] to Convert 
relations of the for 2#’ iol [7] to homeomor -u;an$!slds. ji Form 
the p~~y~~dr~ 
(fl+fZ)+’ u ’ +(fk-l+f;)+f$‘id t-a - l +id+fk =fk. 
Thus fi - *,j;, as dhwl. &I 
3. The ii&t dWtwtion group 
. 
?‘ht! gM@W Of ihi6 section is to &fine the first obstruction group which is needed 
in the CoxWiAb~ Bthu~dasy Theo&m. The ‘procedure will be to first give the 
definikgon for po@hedra, ;md then generalize it to ANR’s by means of some 
Q-manifold3 trie&. 
Let X be a polyhedron and let G(K) denote the set of ail PL s&‘s f :J + K, 
where J Is a polyh&kon containing K+ as a ciosed subpolyhedron so that J -K has 
cmpact closiue. In the &ma1 way C&K)~akhits‘a monoid structure by defining the 
sum df two elements f :J -) K and f’ : f’ -dC to be 
f+f’=fuf’:J~J’+K. 
Given a map pX-4 we say that an element f:J+K of G(K) is a P-~(E)-sdr 
provided that there exists a (pf)-‘“(&homotopy ht:J +J rel K for which ho = id 
t ,%C ={&};“-1 be a decreasing sequence of closed subpolyh 
d~ofaoforwhichnKi=C9anddefineG(~)~G(K1)xG * . 
te$ the subset of G(X) consisting of aPI .(fi) E G(X) for which there ,‘.‘ 
exists a Be+ence 6~1~ c2,l l . of positive numbers converging to 0 SO that fi is 8 
g$ements f:J 4Ki andf’ :J”-*& of G(&) IYe write f -‘f) to man 
8 clean s~bpo~y,~edron 7C: f& .& ~containing the doStah5 Of 
) in its i~t~~~~~ and a ho 
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Wow define 8 rcslation - on G”(S) by (I;:) - (fi) provided that there exists -a 
secauence ~1, ~2, . . . of positive numbxs converging to f? such. that h Gt;i BP t&s 
above: comments - is an equivalence r lation and we define Whp(X) = GP(X}/~. 
Let f/V = [fl 9 f2, . . +] denote the equivnlenor, class of any (fi) = (fl, fz, w , Jin G”[X). 
The rnonoid structure + on each G(Ki) induces a monoid structure + on C?'(X), 
and this factors through - to induce a geoup operation + on Wh”(%?). (?%e geometric 
constructjron f inverses given on p 21 of [7] has the necessary &ntrol to construct 
inverses in Wh”(X).) Observe that if B = {point}p then Wh’(X) is isomorphic to the 
prcc :uct 
Note that each element f:J + K i+l of G(Ki.1) induces an element ~):J’-B& of 
G(K,), where J’ = Kj L.IJ and f’ f= id v f. Ckariy if f is a p-‘(e)-sdr, then f’ is also 
a p-‘(E)-sdr. Thus each element (f 1, f2,. . .) of GP(X) yields an element (fi,f& . . .) 
of G’(X). Using some standard Q-manifold apparatus it should be a manageable 
exercise for the reader to prove that the rule [fl, f2, *. .]-[fi, f& . . .] gives a 
omomorphism from WhP(& ) to itself. We then $+fIne% Whp E(K) to 
be the subgroup of WhP(X) consisting of all [f 1, fi, l . .] for w&h [fl, fz, . . .] = 
[f;, fi, . . .]. Observe that if E? = (Point), then we have an isomorphism 
WihPE(Kj~WhE(K)=lim{WhZ~*fK-C)fCcKcompact}. - 
WC remark that th s definition is independent of the choice of X. To ste 
suffices to exhibit an isomorphism 4: WhPE(K) +%%pR(K), where Z@ = 
{Ki,} is a subsequence of X and wh” E(K) is defined using #! in place of X. The 
isomorphism C$ is defined by &([fi, fi, . . .]) = [j&f&, . . .]. In order to see that 
. 
CL f iz9 . . .] E 6%’ E(K) we have to use Proposition 2.1. Also Proposition 2.. 1 is 
used to check that # is 1-I and onto. 
In order to define 
ILZTI(K) is isomorg 
“$!Z(K) we will be guided by the well-known fact that 
to the subgroup of Wh 2~~ (K x S I) which coneists of all 
elements which are invariant under transfer to standard finite &vers (see &3, p, 
let p:K 3 B and X = (Ki) be as above, and let CT = 





?Jl$s gi& us a ?ru~sfer homornt~&~~rn h * : Hrh’(% x S’) + Wh’(ZK x S’) defined bv 
A *(@I) rz= [A *(_I$)]. We define if8 (Z) to consist of orjll {fi] E Whq(X x ‘) which satis& 
iP([f$=Cf& for all such covers A. Then &E(K) is defined TV> be kg@?) r\ 
WhqE{Kx$!). A s a b ove, g@(K) is independent of the choice of s”ir, and if 
B = {point}, then ggE(K) is isomorphic to 
&E(K) = lim {&$%i(K’ - C) 1 C c K compact}. h 
We now describe some of the functional properties of J&(K i, bu: before doing 
so we will need some definitions. If p :X + B and q : Y + B are maps, then a proper 
map f:X + Y is said to be con&&d if Ir’cJ r every 5 > 0 there exists a compactum 
c CX such that the maps Q :X - C + B and sf: X - C + B are E-&M. We say that 
8 controlled map f: X -) I! is a controlled prqer hltmotopy aquioalence provided 
that there exists a controlled map g: Y +X and controlled homotopies fg = id, 
gf = id. It is well-known, and easy to prove, that a proper map f: K + L induces a 
homomorphism f+:&E(K) -. &E(L), thereby giving us a proper homotopy func- 
tor from the category of polyhe ra and proper maps to the category of nbelian 
groups and homomorpl&ms (cf. 12, Theorem 4.21). The definition that we have 
given of &J!?(K) is geometric, but the same formal ljroof goes through to show 
that it similarly gives us a controlled homotopy functor. (The functorial properties 
of th.e geometricallyedefined Whitehead group, which are needed to carry this out, 
are given in [7, pp* 20-221.) We summarize this as follows. 
where i(k) = (k, *), and let p = elf: K -, B. Then f is our desired contrcslled proper 
homotopy equivalence. Ll 
Iu’sw retuaning to our de&cd generakation let X k an ANR and let q:X + B 
be 8 map. Choose a puIyRedrc3n KT a mp p:K-+B, and 8 corntf&xl proper 
homotopy equivalence X 3 K. We define &E(X) = d$E(K). ‘%Ris i  wei1 defined 
) is an invariant of controlled proper honattBtopy type. 
In this section we will ve a detailed desctiption of the ~rsf obstruction, a,(M), 
which occurs in the Conbcslled Boundary The:orem. Here is our main result, 
Proof. Let X = {&):I be a decreasing sequence of closed subplyhedral neighbor- 
hoods of 00, n&=0, and let X~S’={&XS’), q=qoproj:kC&+B, Recall 
from Section 3 that &E(K) = k!$ (Xt R WhQ E(K x S”), where & (X) is a subgroup 
of Wh”(Xx S’). So our strategy will be to define an element u of Gq(Xx S’) whose 
equivalence class in Wh*(X x S’) is our desired q,(K). 
Using the ideas outlined above let 9(Kj) be the colIecticw of all dominations of 
& in~d let ai: C@(Ki) * G& x S ‘1 be i;l fwxtion a~ deked above by the mapping 
torus c~~~t~~~ti~~. S nce p is tame at fail it follows that %(Ki> # @. In fact for every 
& MI we set, that contains p - ’ (E )-dominations, These we just domina! ions 
k, is a p”‘(+homotopx tit ~3~(%‘) be the subset of 
consisting of al (xi) such that xs is-a p-‘(&du.dnationa, for some 
of pwiitive numbers converging to 0. Note that ?hr! functions 
, 
(1, if (XI), (%:I E 9wrj, n [&q)] +&)p~q ~q#J(&T &:I” % , :. ;: “: \“,’ ; ;, I ,;. , ;: 
(2) If (Xi)ES(X’), tien [Gi(X*)]rO Uf WR &if@ G@ll~G% @j!m”Pi~L.S ~ 
p-*(Ei)‘eQBliV~enCeSPr-,Kb W&-Cl, B$g * * l issOmeSe~~~~~‘~~~~~~l\‘llILberB 
converging to 0. 
. ~ 
(3) If A * : WP (X x 5 ‘) + WlP($f x S’) is a transfer homomomhism as &scribed 
in Section 3, then A *([tq(xJj} = [o-&)], fos ali (xi) in 9’(3!$ ~ h ~th~ WQI%&%~ 
image of a(9JP(5Q) in Wh’($D&) lies in&#Q. *: .L , / I _f 
(4) Ifp’:K’~B,X’=:IKi),~?xS’=~~I x~l~,q’:K’xS1_rB,andb’~~~“.(91*)_r 
G4’(X’ x S ‘) are similarly defined and f: K’+ K is a contmlled map such :that he 
restrictions f\ : K : + Ki are p-‘(e&xIuivalences, for lim e;i = Q then the induced 
homomo ism of WhQ’(Z x S’) to Whq@? xS’) takes &&;)I to [&& f& all 
(X:)EV ‘) and (xi) E 9*(x).. 
(5) If (xi) E B’(K), then [ci(Xi)]E Why E(K x S’). 
Note tlhat properties (l)-(4) are just analogues of thc?se pmpmties tated-& th& 
paragrap’h preceding the statement of Lemma 42. Froperty (5) i.3 a dir&t eon- 
sequence of property (1). Now define our desired bP(K) to ba [t&)], fo[ any 
cxi j E 9 “(x). Ey property (1) this is well denned and by properties (3), (5) it 1%~ in 
&Z(K). By property (2) it fulfills our requirementsh (We wmm the reader that 
property (4) will be needed in the proof of Theorem 4.1,) El 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Given p: M + B the first step is to use the proof of 
Propos’ltion 3.2 to choose a controlled triangulation M = K x 0, i.e., if 14tK -+B, is 
the composition K h K x Q = M P+ B and f = i: K + M, then f is a controlled proper 
homotopy equivalence. If oq (K ) E g (K) is the Q&gqaiQn Qf Lemma 4.2, then 
we defirie a,(M) = a,(K), where &E(M) is defined to be J&(K). 
Now svppose that uJM ! = 0 and &oose a compactum C c M and E > 0. Since 
a(r(K) = 0 there exists 81 compact cle~~n subpolyhedron L of K fat which C c L x Q 
and for which there is a compact @Rranifold X and a p-‘(&equivalence a ;X + 
M - (t x Q). We may assume that et; is a Z-embedding and cy (X) cuntains Bd(L) x 
(9. If CY (A’ :I x [0, I.] c M - (.f x Q) is & :z.ollaring ofat (X) Q (X) X {Q}, then let 
.N = (L x 0) u (a,(X) x [Q, $1;. 
This is a izompact lean Q-manifold 8:antaining C, and if the collaring of ar(X) is 
chosen short enough, then Bd(EE) .= P ‘1X) x {&}c*M -# is a p”(&equivalence as 
desired. 
we want ta prove Oxat 
c ~0, there exists a @ompact Q~maaifold X and 
x 6;“). First choose a compa 
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which induces hl, ;~q&(K)-*K$E(K’). ‘We ami to show that h&r&K)) = U-&K’). 
CM+& a d&reming sequence {K }” i ilpl of clean subpolyhedra of K which are 
neighborhot& of 00 atid for which nKi =0. Let {K:} be a similar sequence for 
K’ and assume that 
JtixQaKi’ xQ=,(K;)“xQ~K~+~xQ. 
Using the Triaqgullation Theorem we can choose a controlled triangulation M = 
K”x Q and compact clean subpolyhedra C”i, Cf c K” for which 
KixQ-((KWQ)=CixQ, 
K: xQ-(&+~xQ)=C; xQ. 
From this it is easy to construct controlled proper homotopy equivalences IC: K”+ 
u:K’+IC’such that: 
(1) there is a ~ntrolled homotopy hu = u, 
(2) U{:CiWci UCi+lUCf+l U l l l + i#i is a 4 %&equivalence, for lim 6i = 0, 
(3) Vl:Ci UCi+lUC’+l UCi+*U . . l -) Ki is a q-‘(a&equivalence, for lim Ei = 0. 
By (1) we have 
and by property (4) of the proof of Lemma 4.2 we must have u&,-&K”)) = a,(K), 
v~(u&K’)) = ql(K’). Thus h&q(K)) = o,e(K’) as desired. 
Finally we have to show that G=~(M) is an invariant of controlled homeomorphism 
type. SpecJfically this means that if pt : Mt + B is given and k : M’ -+ A4 is a controlled 
homeomorphism, then h~(q&4’)) = q&W). But this is essentially done in the above 
proof that o,(M) is well-defined. U 
Jn this section we willt definle the second obstruc;ion group which is needed in 
tha Controlled Boundary Theorem. As in Section :J we will first give the definition 
for polyhedra. 
of a polyhedron to I3 choose X = {Kill where 
h are neighborhoods of 00 and 
c&B thi3it ‘in Section 3 we cohskxted the monoid ci?” (%) an 
the notation of Section 3 we can 
Then our second obstructi oupisdefinedtobetheqiuotient 1 a. ,-t-1 l,-x, 
WhP E’(K) = Chker(A) = Mhp(3f’)&nag&~). 
(It is; instructive to observe that Wh” B(K) = &X(A).> For any element lfi] of Wh’(X) 
we USC (fi) for its image in Whp E”(K). If B = (pslint}F then we clew& have an 
isomorphism 
/ ’ . -*/ a_ i 
r ‘. I< 1. .- ( I * . 
WhP E’(K) = Wh E’(K) = lid {~tiZwx(&]}, + * v 
C- 
where this l!atter group is defined on p. I97 of [6]. It is also shown in [6] that 
dependent of the choice of Z, Le., if S’ = {Ki} ti moth& eh&e of 
s of 00, t&en we have a canonical isomorphism 
lim’ (Wh &(Ki)}=liml (Wh &r&1)}. - - 
oof alscb shows that WhP E’(K) is independe.nt of the choice of J& and 
we leave it to the rea&:r to verify that this is sol, 
It is well-known that if f:K + L is a proper map of polyhedra; thenlf induces a 
homomorphism f* : Wh E’(K) + Wh E’(L), thereby giving us a psopet Jhobotopy 
functor (cf. 12, Theorem 4.31). The same formal proof gives us the following a)nalogue 
for the controlled category. 
Proposition 5.1. Let K and L be poiyhedra,. let p : K + B and q : L -1, B be m;aps, and 
let f: K + L be a controlled map. Then f induces a homornorplrism f* : WhP E’(K)+ 
Wh’ E’(L) which gives us a controlled hmmtopy junctw j”rom the category cfd SW& 
p : K + B to the category of abelian groups and homomw~hisms. 
Finally we show ho generalize the above definition to ANR’s, Let X be an 
AIYR and let q :X -) map. Using Proposition 3.2 we can chovse a polyhedron 
K, a map p: K -E B and a controlled proper homotopy equivalence MC We 
define Whq E’(X) = WhP E’(K). This is well-defined since Whp E’(K) ii; an invariant 
of controlled propeT_ homotopy type. 
of of the ~o~troi~~ 
Remrark. We point out that in order to formally use the machinery of [6] to establish 
?!& controlled result,it does seem essential, that the E’~ be chosen sufficiently small 
so that C Q i< a~. Thi$ stems fmm the lact that if we are only given the weaker 
condition lim 84 = 0, then a problem arises when one checks the continuity of the 
extension p”: A? + B at points of A?’ -M, 
hoof of @o~ern 6.1. By Theorem 4.1 we can choose a decreasing sequence 
{i&}zl of clean Q~manifo~ds in M which are neighborhoods of QQ SO that l@i = M~+I, 
nMi ==B, and Bd(Mi)-M i is a p-‘(e&equivalence, for some sequerxe ~1, ~2~ l . . 
af po$tW aumbers converging to 0, Using the Triangulation Theorem we can 
&Use 41 ~~ntro~~d triangulation M = K x Q so that Mi = & x 
clean sub~~yh~~~~n of 
and d&Me virhP E’(,ti) = easy to check that each 
is a homotopy kquivalenc 
-fitAd:{&- 
We now refer the reader to pr60f of Residu& , , 
which treats our Theorem 6.1 the case B = (PisrSnt~. By_the~az#&n$@ ~+#H5$&7 
of p_ 288 of [6] we con&a& that our definition of Fp(M) i$-indkpeii#& t# the 
choice of the lb&. Thus T+(M’) is well-defined provid& that we ~~&~&&@h a 
fixed triangulation M = K x 0. Mowever if we alter the tr&gul@tion, then&$ ,sti!g 
obtain the sazze definition of tP (M) (see the. proof of Th@o~em 4.1;.~6y&@s&+~& I 
shown that cJM) is well-defined). Also this implies tbtit’l,(lw) is an i&k&@ bf 
contro2led homeomorph&m type, rmd it follows that if-~;Ladd.s ,8 y+%36l , I 
boundljrry, then @M) = 0. 
Now assuming that rP (12%) = 0 we wild show that M ad@ts a ,c~pt.ro~~ed bp~rrdary. 
We vvi%i achieve this by showing that the conditions of the Contfolled:63e9~.&c_@l 
Boundary Theorem are met. By the proof on pp,, 1&8-189 of [6] we know’that if 
B = {point}, then we can choose the triangulation Ad = K x Q and the ,J <so t&at 
each Bd(Ki)L*Ki -&+ 1 is a, simple homotopy equivalence. In the Ian&&e of. our 
Section 2 this means that there is an sdr fi : & -giq 1+ W(Ki) for &&h ii ‘L ~d.‘(‘I’ks 
simply means that there exists a homeomorphisra g: I(& -&+I) x Q + S&$Y- c; 
for which fi 0 roj =r proj 0 g.) In the general case G S a&iitrary B the same proof g~eb 
through to give US 4-l (si)-sdfs fi : Ki - Ri+l* Bd{K,J &d Ki + fs-il(Kt) i&h $htit 
f . wEa id, where Skim ei= I 0. The following observation is crucial. 
Assertion. l;br every sequence ~1, y2, . . . of positive numbers there exists a sub- 
sequence (IKi,) Of (Ki} and u q-‘(y,,)-sdr fn:Ki,, -&in+, + Bd(Ki,,) stcch that r, wyn id, 
Proof. We will first need to know a littte more about he relation fi wEi d; For any 
i ~.i the q-‘(~i)-sdrfi:Ki-~ i+ 1+ Bd(Ki) extends via the identity to a q-‘(&4r 
fiIKj_1;Pi,l+Kj -&i. By the Z’-set unknotting trick of [3, Proposition 2.4) we may 
‘I id. This mean% that there exists a homeomurphism 
such that the maps praj * g: {Kj -1Si+l) X Q + Kj -& and f; 0 proj : (& -&..I) X Q + 
Kj -’ & are q -‘(Ei )-homotopiC.. 
In order to establish our Assertion it will suffice to show that given any y > 0 
there exists an integer j with ?:h~ property that for aff i > j there exists a q -l(y)-&r 
id. Choose j large and let E = ma&, ei+l, . . .}. 
Given any i >j we c 
’ id. Then it easily follows 
P@w Pe%3.-3in$ to. the proof of IIieorem 6.3, tfrc reader should pemeive that with 
the above Assertion the conditions of the Contr&ed Geotietrisal Boun 
‘Yheorem are ch3rly met. CI 
7. !&a+ pf atlhe pr#tWlwh~kd bandtuytkeorem - I,\ 
: *;: . I”. 
. Let M &$ a Q+ki&&&i, jet:p :M 3 lj ‘be &e at 00 and tame at 00, and assume that _, . , < 
diti k <‘&%‘o &k hat M admits d controlled boundary all we have to do is prove 
that the obstruction g&ups @E(M) and W%‘(M) of the Controlled Boundary 
Theored vanish. “Q~is will be done by applying an approximation theo ~ 
Fornutationwes,aythatamapp:K +Bis(~, S)+zice on&, K~),where 
if give3 any & E I# the jnclysi~rGn&~:d homomorphism > - 
Wh(lp-‘(S~(b))$C& Tk)~~((p-t(Sp(b))nKl)x Tk) ’ 
is the &h>momorphism, for every k-torus Tk. Here is the relevant result from [s]. 
Appraxia&a~~ Ti’hegtem. Let B be u finite-dimer&anal compactwn. For every e > 0 
there exists 4 decreasing set {&i}ra=l, Si HI, so that if K is a compact polyhedm, 
p:Ka? is 64 map, K1=,Kz= a l 9 3 KFk is w seque.rttt? of clean subpoiyhedru of K, 
gi ~Ki+l, a&d p is (Si, &+&niclt! OIL (Ki, pCi-+-I), then for any p-‘@,A-sdr f :J-+Kn 
the induced p-l(bS,,)-sdr f’ = id u f: K u J -B K satisfies f’ -E id. 
Rwmarks. (1) The definitio@ of 1” wB id is given in Section 2. 
(2) ?$e integer n depen& only an dim B. 
(3) ‘l*he set I&} clearly depends an E and B, and it can be rechosen as follows: 
For a fixed i. and any x E (0,&J we can find another set {&I, fulfilling the above 
requirements, which is of the form 6; = Si, for i *: io, and 6 :, = x. 
1, Proof that l&Z(M) = 0, Since J&Z(M) is a subgroup of Wh4 E(M x S’), it 
suffices to prove that Whq E(M x S’) = 0, where q = p 0 proj :M x S1 + B. Choose 
a controlled triangulation A4 = K x Q and clean polyhedral neighborhoods of 00, 
K3K+K2r=)-, SO that nKi = 8. Then Wh’ E(M X S’) = Whq E(K X S’), where 
K is identified with K x {*} in M and the restrictien of q to K x S1 is still calleG 
q. Since M = K x Q is a controlled triangulation it is easy to prove that p : K -) B 
is nice at 00. Because of the appearance of’ an arbkry torus Tk in the definition 
it follows that q : K x S ’ -p B is also nice at 00. Given any E > 0 and i we can use 
the Approximatiota Theorem to find a J rc l Z-J’ and a S >O such that any p-*(S)--sdr 
f: J +Kj of G(Kj) satisfies frke id, where f = idc/f: ;s U J + Ki* Thus for epd “I 
element (fl, fi, . . . ) of Gq(SY’XS1), fi:Ji+Ki Xs’, there exists a subseqtz : 
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